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ABSTRACT 

0 ~ ± 0 
If r± = Rate(KL- TT f.l. v), the Kf.l.3 charge asymmetry is 

o = ( r + - r _)/ (r + + r _). This number has been measured to be 

-3 
( 6. 0 ±1.4 )X 10 at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's Bevatron. The 

error is meant to be interpreted as one standard deviation and contains 

a major systematic contribution. Large corrections were made in order 

to exclude neutron-induced background events and to correct for the 

range difference between f.l. + and f.l.-. The meaning of the possible dif-

· ference between muonic and electronic charge asymmetries is dis-

cussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION -

=F ± 
The charge asymmetries in the semileptonic decays Kt -1T 1 v 

are the only known manifestations of CP violation aside from the decays 

Kt -mr. Assuming CPT invariance and that the semileptonic decays 

1 
proceed by first-order weak interactions only, it is possible to relate 

the charge asymmetries to E, the CP mixture parameter of the neutral 

K-meson states, and to x 1 , the L::l.S =· L::l.Q violation parameter. 
2 

o 1 = (r + - r _ )/ (r + + r _) = 2 Re E F 1 

Here . h f d 1T=F 1 ± v ( J. 1s t e rate or ecay to is either a muon or an 

electron). If the .6.S = .6.Q rule holds in weak interactions, F 1 is equal 

to 1 and Re E = ( o .R. /2 ). 

The study of the K~3 charge asymmetry separately from the K: 3 

charge asymmetry is interesting for two reasons. First, the measure-

ment techniques and hence the sources of possible systematic errors are 

quite different in the two cases; second, due to the factor F.R., the two 

charge asymmetries can differ. Such a difference would not necessarily 

violate f.l. - e universality because F 1 could depend on the lepton mass, 

for example through the well-known presence of the f_ form factor, which is 

important only in the K~3 decay. A difference of F 1 from 1 would, however, 

necessarily indicate a violation of the L::l.S = L::l.Q rule. 

3 We report a new measurement of the muonic charge asymmetry. 

The result of this experiment should be compared to the previous result 

0 4 5 
for the Kf.l. 3 asymmetry, the best value of the K:

3 
asymmetry, and 

the prediction of the superweak theory. 6 
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this experiment 6 = (6.0 ± 1.4) X 10- 3 

1-1 
( 5. 7:t 1. 7) X .1 0- 3 . Ko 6 = prevwus 1-1 3 1-1 

best value K~3 6 = (3 .22±0 .29) X 10- 3 
e 

superweak theory : 6 = (2 .80±0. 08) X 10- 3 

The superweak prediction holds for both charge asymmetries if the 

6. S = 6. Q rule is valid. From the K~3 charge asymmetry measurements 

and a measurement 7 which yielded F = (0.96±0.05) we obtain: 
e 

F 1-L = (6 1-L/o e) Fe = 1. 79 ± 0.46. 

If we assume that Im(x ) = 0, as is consistent with the previous 
1-1 

measurements
8 

of x , and as is implied by T invariance in the muonic 
1-L 

decay interaction, we obtain Re(x) = 0.27±0.12. 
1-L 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. Beam 

The experiment was located at the end of the second channel of the 

external proton beam at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's Bevatron. 

About 6X 10 11 protons per Bevatron pulse were received on a 12.7 em 

copper target. The neutral beam (see Fig. 1) was defined by a series of 

tapered collimators to have a solid angle of approximately 0. 2 millister-

adians about the production angle of 7°. 

Charged particles were swept from the neutral beam by four sweeping 

magnets (Fig. 1 ). The first magnet was situated between the target and 

the first collimator. 

B. Counters 

The detection apparatus consisted of 154 scintillation counters 

monitored by a DEC PDP- 9 computer. The important counter banks are 

labeled in Fig. 2. K~ decays were identified by an up-down coincidence 

of the large trigger counters labeled P situated outside the neutral beam. 

The K~3 component of these decays was identified by separating muons 

from other particles by requiring penetration of a 61 em thick lead wall. 

Muons were required to traverse the lead wall and count in banks L and 

M. In addition, the muons traversed 5 em of steel just downstream of 

the T counters and 5 em of steel between banks L and M. Those muons 

reaching the N bank, not required for a K 0 
3 signature, traversed a . ~ 

thiid 5 em steel plate. The system was up-down symmetric. The 

muon could be up with the pion down or vice versa. 

The system was designed to accept K0~3 decays which had a vertex 

in the decay volume, produced a muon with sufficient momentum to 

I ' 
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penetrate the lead wall, but yet also produced both a muon and a pion 

with sufficient transverse momentum to get out of the beam (i.e. cross 

over the beamside edge of the appropriate P counter). In order to 

accept these muons the counter banks increased in size from the up

stream end of the experiment to the downstream end (see Fig. 2). The 

expected muon track would contain P, S, R, T, L, M and perhaps N 

counts. The pion could indicate its presence by a lone P count or, if it 

stayed close to the beam, it might produce counts further downstream. 

The charge-resolving magnet (M5) had circular pole faces with a 

diameter of 160 em and a gap of 132 em. The field pointed up or down. 

The M5 imparted a transverse momentum of about 500 MeV I c to particles 

pas sing through it. Since the maximum transverse momentum of a muon 

in K 0 fJ-3 decay is 216 MeV I c, negatively charged muons were given a com

plete angular separation from positively charged muons. One method of 

muon charge determination was to observe whether the position of the 

muon at the L hodoscope was east or west of the ceriter line. In the ab

sence of multiple scattering in the lead wall this method of charge deter

mination would have been completely unambiguous. The charge was also 

determined by measuring the direction of the muon curvature in the MS. 

This determination was accomplished using the S, R and T hodoscopes. 

The method used to bin the muon position in the S, R and T banks is 

depicted in Fig. 3. For the purpose of binning, the L, M and N banks 

formed one logical bank called W, also shown in Fig. 3. 

The ratio of high energy neutrons to long-lived K mesons in the 

neutral beam was large, about two hundred to one. Figure 4 shows the 

rough neutron and K 0 L momentum spectra at the Bevatron. In order to 

I 
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avoid contamination of the K sample by neutron interactions, all mass 

was removed from the neutral beam in the decay volume. The geo-

metrical details are illustrated in Fig. 5. The vertical beam profile 

is indicated showing both the umbra and .the large penumbra which was 

a result of the necessity of collimating close to the target. The anti 

counter (A in Fig. 2) was actually a set of six counters which acted as 

a shield against charged particles coming from upstream. It was logically 

equivalent to a single large counter with a hole in it slightly bigger than 

the beam. The vertical separation of the upper and lower portions is 

indicated on Fig. 5 along with the positions of the P counters. An event 

was accepted only if counts were observed in both P counters but not in 

the anti counter. Thus, an event originating at a vertex must have 

originated downstream of the intersection of the two lines L 1 and L 2 

defined by the edges of the A and P counters. In this manner, the decay 

volume was defined without putting any mass into the be am. 

The entire decay volume was kept at vacuum (typically 10- 5 atmos-

pheres). The A, P, and C counters were inside the vacuum tank, and 

the beam passed into the vacuum through a thin window (0.025 em alumi-

num) just downstream of the last sweeping magnet. In order to keep 

neutron interactions as far as possible from the P counters the beam 

was brought out of the vacuum tank into a vacuum snout which extended 

well into the M5 (Fig. 2 ). 

The SV and RV counters shown on Fig. 2 provided vertical resolu

tion. Their geometry is shown in Fig. 6a. For events in which the 

pion reached the R bank, these counters were used in conjunction with 

the S and R counters to reconstruct the decay vertices. 
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Figure 7 shows the vertex distribution. Due to randoms and scat-

tering in the vacuum tank wall on the pion side, the long tail extending 

upstream is expected, and because of pion interactions, the events in 

the tail are expected to have a charge asymmetry. However, the events 

upstream of -300 in. only change the charge asymmetry of the whole 

-4 sample by 3 X 10 . Hence the vertex distribution supports the contention 

that the upstream acceptance is well understood. 

There were two known flaws in the trigger system. First, neutrons 

in the halo around the beam could have interacted in the anti counter 

itself. If charged particles were produced by such a neutron interaction 

sufficiently close to the downstream anti counter edge, the particles would 

not have registered in the counter. Hence, such a neutron-induced event 

would have been accepted by the A-P system if these charged particles 

also counted in both P' s. 

The second source of error in the above trigger system is that it 

does not take into account neutron backscatter. Specifically, halo neu-

trons could have interacted in the walls of the vacuum snout and sprayed 

low energy particles backward into both P counters. In order to measure 

the number and charge asymmetry of such events, the horizontal walls 

of the snout were lined with counters. Counters also were placed below 

P and above Pd to detect interactions in the P' s themselves. The 
up own 

geometry of these guard counters {labeled C) is presented in Fig. 6b. 

Note that for a neutron interaction to have backscattered from the snout 

into both P' s, both an upper C and a lower C must have counted. This 

was true even if the interaction occurred in a C counter. 

J 
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A hole was made in the lead wall to allow the neutral beam to pass 

through. Unfortunately, this hole also opened a path by which pions 

could penetrate the lead wall. In order to eliminate these pions, the 

hole was lined with a steel beam conduit with walls 7. 5 em thick on the 

sides and 10 em thick on top and bottom. The conduit was lined in turn 

with counters( labeled H, Fig. 6b) to detect particles pas sing through 

the conduit. 

C. Electronics 

9 
Because the electronics system has been described elsewhere, only 

an abbreviated description will be presented here. An on-line, interac-

tive, counter control system was designed and built using a Digital 

Equipment Corp. PDP-9 computer, a Tektronix 611 CRT, and unique 

data-acquisition electronics. The system was capable of asynchronous 

and programmable electronic verification of the discriminator and co-

incidence circuits for each counter. 

After threshold discrimination by a specially designed LBL dis crimina-

tor, a typical photomultiplier anode signal produced three outputs. One out-

put was used in the formation of a pulse called the prompt strobe which sig-

nified that the event under consideration had passed the acceptance cri-

teria on the counter banks upstream of the lead wall. Counter informa-

tion was stored only when such a strobe was generated. A second pulse 

for each counter was sent into a coincidence circuit versus the prompt 

strobe. The resulting bit of information, whether or not the counter in 

question was on in time-correlation with the prompt strobe, was stored 

for that counter. A delayed strobe pulse was also generated precisely 

one Bevatron revolution (403 nsec) after the prompt strobe. This delayed 

strobe inquired if each counter was on in random time correlation with the 

prompt strobe. The reason for wating one Bevatron revolution was to 
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insure that both time slots sampled the same beam structure. 

The LBL discriminators, used primarily because of their low cost, 

had one serious drawback, a deadtime of about 20 nsec after any output 

pulse. In order to overcome this deadtime, the coincidence circuit 

resolving time was increased, so that if the pulse from a genuine event 

were 11 lost" due to deadtime, the coincidence circuit would respond in

stead to the spurious pulse which had produced the deadtime. The co

incidence resolving time under these conditions was very long (60 nsec}, 

about three times longer than would otherwise have been required. 

The C, H, A, and P counters were not attached to LBL discrim

inators, but instead to commercial Chronetics discriminators run in a 

deadtimeless mode; subsequent to discrimination, their respective 

logical bits were treated electronically the same as the other counters. 

Only the A, P, and S counters were involved in the strobe logic, 

generated by a set of Chronetics coincidence circuits. One additional 

criterion was imposed before an event was recorded by the computer. 

Using a matrix of coincidence circuits, the L and M counter bits were elec

tronically analyzed, and the event was accepted only if there was a prompt 

time (or delayed time) coincidence between at least one L and one M 

counter. The event was then read out to the PDP-9 computer, to be 

recorded on magnetic tape at the end of the Bevatron pulse cycle. 

Let 

A = lack of an A count 

~ = P counter delayed 403 nsec 

U, D =up, down 

PuPn= coincidence between PU and PD. 

SD = OR of 13 S -down counters. 

• t. 
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Then if 

VD::APUPD OR I AI\; I PD 

and 

IAPnl VU:;APUPD OR Pu, 

the prompt strobe was: 

PROMPT STROBE =AVD SD OR AVU Su· 

Thus the system was triggered not only on prompt events but also on 

the two random configurations which were most important: a 

muon track with a random pion P count (delayed P event) and an AVS 

with a random LM signal (delayed W event). 

The system also contained six analog-to-digital converters, which 

were used to do pulse-area analysis (PAA) and time-to-pulse-height 

analysis (TPH) of the various counters. 

·-

.. 
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III. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. General Analysis 

The data from the experiment are stored on approximately 200 reels 

of magnetic tape; the analysis was done on the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory's CDC 6600B computer. 

Approximately 24 million events were recorded on tape during the 

. data-taking phase of the experiment. About 9 million of these events 

satisfied a K~3 signature criterion. Most of the unacceptable triggers 

which failed the signature tests were ·random triggers. The dominant 

type was of the kind in which the R and T banks (not required in the 

trigger) were missing. 

The K~3 signature required in the analysis was much more restrictive 

than the electronic trigger requirement. The signature requirements for 

prompt and delayed P events were as follows: 

Here A signifies a bit which was sent to the computer indicating 

whether or not the anti counter was on. A bit was also sent to the 

computer indicating whether the information was associated with a prompt 

or delayed P count. 

For a delayed W event, the OR of prompt and delayed bits was formed 

for each counter before performing the same signature test as carried 

out on prompt events. If a delayed T count was associated with a delayed 

W, this information was preserved. 

The analysis was performed in two stages. -The first pass analysis 

program calculated and binned for each event the following four quantities 
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characterizing horizontal projection of the muon trajectory: decay angle, 

projected position at the anti, bend angle in the MS, and scattering angle 

in the lead wall. The position of a muon at a given bank was taken to be 

the center of its bin in that bank. 

The second-pass analysis program then made cuts on each of these 

four quantities. Events which did not possess a muon trajectory with 

acceptable values of all four of them were excluded from further analysis. 

The first-pass analysis and a Monte Carlo calculation were used to de-

termine the points at which to make the cuts. Figures 8 through 11 

show the points at which the cuts were made. The cuts appear to be 

quite liberal, as they must be: the result of the experiment is insensi-

tive to the positions of the cuts. After the neutron cut (also discussed 

below) the second-pass cuts only changed the charge asymmetry by 

-0.15o/o. 

B. Monte Carlo Program 

The Monte Carlo program for this experiment was written in order 

to perform several important calculations and in general to test and 

enhance our understanding of the experiment. Approximately five 

thousand K~3 events were generated in the K meson rest frame in ac

cordance with the V - A theory as given by Okun'. 10 The Kt mesons 

were given a momentum distribution in accordance with a recent mea-

11 
surement at the Bevatron, done at a Kt production angle of 3. 7 o • 

This spectrum was extrapolated to our production angle of 7 ° using a 

well known prescription. 
12 

Multiple scattering was calculated in the 

Gaussian approximation. Energy loss was computed using a linear ap-

proximation to the muon energy loss tables. Energy-loss straggling 
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was calculated according to the theory of Symon as given by Rossi. 
13 

In Figs. 8-11 the Monte Carlo predictions for various distributions 

are compared with the data. Statistical error bars are shown if they 

are bigger than the corresponding points. Agreement is good between 

the predicted and actual distributions in all cases. (The slight broadening 

of the actual peaks in the bend-angle and scattering-angle distributions 

is thought to be due to 1-bin-shift knock-ons, to be discussed below.) 

The Monte Carlo predictions are sho.wn in Fig. 12 for the muon and pion 

momentum spectra occurring in accepted events. 

C. Mass Extrapolations 

Three effects (pion absorption in the P counters, neutron inter

actions in the anti counter, and neutron interactions in the residual 

air in the decay volume) are treated through the use of linear mass 

extrapolations. The procedure is to add mass in various regions of 

the apparatus in order to extrapolate the charge asymmetry to the 

result which would be obtained by an ideal zero-mass detector. In all 

extrapolations the added material was identical to that used in the detec

tor. The zero-mass intercept was found by doing a minimum x2 
fit of 

the measured points to a straight line. 
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IV. CORRECTIONS 

A. Introduction 

Table VII contains a summary of all of .the various corrections. 

Two of the most important are due to the "neutron cut" (de scribed in de-

tail below, in which certain high momentum trajectories are excluded) 

and the presence of knock-on electrons, which produce ambiguous events. 

-4 Each of these two has been assigned a systematic error of± 5 X 10 

The range difference between f.l. + and f.l.- is responsible for a third large 

correction with a systematic error of± 7X 10-4 The correction for the 

dilution of the charge asymmetry due to pion decay in flight has a similar 

systematic error when listed as on additive correction. 

A correction to the charge asymmetry was considered negligible 

if it was less than 10-4 in magnitude and error (one standard deviation). 

The term 11 good events" will be defined below. These events made up 

the relatively uncontaminated portion of the data remaining after a cut 

had been employed to free the data of neutron interactions. The term 

"uncorrected good events" refers to these events after the neutron cut 

had been made but before any other corrections had been applied (in-

eluding the knock-on correction which was associated with the neutron cut). 

In all histograms, event lists, and calculations, the delayed W and 

delayed P random-trigger events have been subtracted (bin by bin where 

applicable) unless otherwise noted. 

B. Reversal of the Magnetic Field 

Frequent reversal of the charge- resolving magnetic field is the corner-

stone ofthe experimental technique required to do this experiment. We define: 

N= total number of Kt which decayed to lTf.l.V downstream of our 

last collimator during the experiment. 

TJR, L =efficiency for detecting these K~3 events if the muon bent right (or left) 

N± ==number of K~3 in N having a f.l.±. 

n± =number of K~3 detected having a f.l.± 

The true charge asymmetry in K~3 decays (within the statistical error on N) is 
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N - N + -0 = N + N 
+ -

± 

We define the efficiency asymmetry to be: 

a = 

If 11 t 11 and 11 ~ 11 denote events taken with the field up and down re

spectively, then we have Nt + N ~ = N, and 

t 
6 = 

t t 
N - N + -

t t 
N+ + N_ 

Th . b. 14 . d f d b e geometric 1as 1s e ine to e 

A= -n*] = 1 

+ n~ 2 [ 

s:: t t s::~ ~ ] u +a u-a 

1 + at ot- 1 - a~ 0~ 

where we have included the possibility that the efficiencies might depend 

on the sign of the magnetic field. In this experiment, the 6 1 s and a's all 

are < 10-
2

. So to an accuracy of 10-4 
of A: 

6t 6~ 1 + 
A=--=2-+ 2 

~ 
a = 

t ~ 
a + a 

2 =a. 

The geometric bias is equal to the average asymmetry of the efficiencies. 

The expression which was used to define the measured charge asymmetry 

is as follows: 

6 = measured 
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To an accuracy of 10-
4 

of 6 
measured 

6 = 6 + 
measured 

t a -
2 

a• + Aa 1 

where 

6 

Here a is zero if an equal number of events are taken with the field up 

and down. For this experiment, the last term in 6 d is negligible measure 
-6 (1.0X10 ). 

However, from the expression for the measured charge ·asymmetry it 

can be seen that it is crucial that the efficiencies must not depend on the 

sign of the magnetic field; a difference in the efficiency asymmetries • 

with the field up and down enters directly into the measured charge 

asymmetry. There are two ways that the efficiencies might depend on 

the sign of the field: via the counting efficiency of the detectors, and 

via the geometrical efficiency of the volume occupied by the detectors. 

These two possibilities will be considered in turn. 

The reason for reversing the magnetic field frequently is to cancel 

out the effect of a possible slow, long-term variation of the efficiency 

asymmetry. The magnetic field was reversed approximately every 

10 000 events for a total of about 600 reversals during the data-taking 

phase of the experiment . 

C. Counting Efficiency 

A major advantage of having performed this experiment with counters· 

rather than spark chambers is that the counting efficiency was measured 

very accurately. It can be demonstrated that the efficiency asymmetry did 
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not change with the magnetic field reversals to an accuracy of one part 

in 10
4

. 

All counters in the A, P, S, R, T, L, M, N, and H banks were tested in 

a rr- auxiliary beam of 2.8 GeV /c before their use in the main experiment. 

Each counter had its high voltage set at a level such that the inefficiency 

-4 . 
at the worst spot on the counter was less than 10 with the output pulse 

attenuated by a safety factor of 2 (factor of 1.25 for theW counters). 

During the data-taking phase of the experiment the counter pulse heights 

were periodically monitored with an oscilloscope. The pulse height of 

any counter ;required in the K~3 signature was never observed to have 

. -4 
sunk so low that its inefficiency became greater than 10 , considering 

• the above safety factors. 

Pulse area analyses were also performed for every counter (except 

the antis) required in the K~3 signature using muons from the prompt 

events. The peak position never shifted beyond the PAA measurement 

error of ±7o/o with the reversal of the magnetic field, which is another 

confirmation that the efficiency of each counter was constant under field re

versal, to one part in 10
4 

This implies that the efficiency asymmetry was 

also constant to one part in 104 . All counting rates were also checked approx

imately every four hours while taking data, and no counter required in the K~3 
signature ever failed. 

D. Geometrical Efficiency 

One way that the geometrical efficiency of the counters could have 

changed with field reversal is that the field may have indeed not 

reversed completely. Suppose that under reversal, the field actually 

changed from (-B) to (+B + ~B). In this case, more muons would have 

been bent outside the r.egion subtended by the T bank, resulting in a 
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loss of efficiency with the field up. This effect alone would still not 

have caused a change in the measured charge asymmetry since T]R and 

T]L would have changed by equal amounts. Only a change in the efficiency 

asymmetry would have affected our measurement. However, such an 

irreversal of the field could have combined with misalignments or the 

horizontal asymmetry of the beam to produce a change in the efficiency 

asymmetry. The experiment was designed in such a way that the major 

K~3 acceptance cuts were made before the magnetic field, so that the 

efficiency asymmetry would be insensitive to field irreversal. The field 

was monitored by three coils which were flipped pneumatically approxi-

mately once every four hours. Using these coils, it was determined 

-3 that the total field integral reversed to an accuracy of 2 X 10 

In order to study the effects of a possible non-reversal of the total 

field integral a series of runs was taken with the magnet current set 2% 

below its normal value. For a 2% decrease in the current, the measured 

-3 change in the efficiency asymmetry was ~a= (-2.4±3.0)X10 . As the 

field is known to reverse to at least± 2X 10- 3 , the maximum effect on 

the charge asymmetry was: 

~a -4 
~6 = - 2- = (-1.2 ::J; 1.5)X 10 . measured 

However, because any possible field irreversal was probably due to the 

accuracy with which the current could be set, and was therefore random, 

no correction will be made. 

E. Charge Determination 

Neither method of charge determination used in this experiment 

was without fault. The L counters could provide the wrong sign for 
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a small fraction of the muons, due to multiple Coulomb scattering in the 

lead wall. The sign could also be ambiguous if the W bin criteria 

were satisfied on both west and east sides of the L bank. The S-R-T 

determination was often ambiguous if an extra S, R, or T counter were 

on, or if the track under consideration had high enough momentum that 

it looked essentially straight in the apparatus. The term" track" will 

be used to describe a combination of S, R, T, and W bins which repre-

sents a trajectory. If an event had more than one muon track, the 

S-R-T charge determination was unambiguous only if all tracks had the 

same sign of curvature. Table I shows the number of events possess-

ing each possible type of charge determination. The reslilts are pre-

sented for the data sample labelled 11 good-NCC 11 (defined below) which 

will be used to calculate the K~ 3 charge asymmetry. 

The charge resolution is quite good. As a fraction of the total 

number of events: 

4X10-4 fail S-R-T determination 

4 X 10-
4 

fail L determination 

-5 
3 X 10 fail both 

-3 
3 X 10 have disagreement between the two methods. 

The S-R-T method is chosen to determine the muon charge when 

possible. Where the S-R-T method fails, the L method is used. If the 

failure in the S-R-T method is uncorrelated with a wrong decision in the 

-6 . 
L method, then the wrong charge is chosen for only 1 X 10 of the events. 

The reason that the charge resolution is so good for the above sample is 

that many of the problems have been excluded in the bend angle (neutron? cut 

to be discus sed below. The S-R- T method fails mainly for events with a 
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small bend angle for two reasons: it cannot resolve a straight track, 

and an event with two tracks of opposite charges is likely to have one 

track with a small bend angle (where the charge of the trajectory changes). 

As explained below, the track with the smallest bend angle is chosen to 

represent a multiple track event. 

In the above data sample, the double penetration events which possess 

muon tracks both up and down have been omitted. For these events, com-

prising (0. 22±0. 01)o/o of the data, the muon cannot be identified. A Monte 

Carlo calculation predicts that (0. 21 ± 0. 03 )% of the data are double pene-

tration events due to pion decay in flight from K~3 . Hence it is believed 

that these events are understood. 

F. Neutron Interactions 

Figure 4 shows the neutron and Kt momentum spectra. The 

neutron spectrum is peaked at very high momentum and thus unfortunately 

can produce very high momentum secondaries. One type of neutron in-

teraction which could have been accepted involves low energy spray to 

trigger the P counters and a fast hadron with very high momentum to 

penetrate the lead wall. Another type of neutron interaction (not re-

quiring that a hadron penetrate the wall) would involve decay in flight of 

a fast pion. 
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Some data were taken with the anti req~irement removed from 

the trigger. It was found that for events satisfying a K 0tJ.3 signature 

requirement (with the exception of the anti requirement), the ratio 

of the number of events with anti-on to anti-off was (1.1). The 

charge asymmetry of the events with the anti on was (0.4 ± 0. 9)%. Thus 

the maximum contribution to the measured charge asymmetry d~e to 

anti inefficiency is 4 X 10- 7 using an inefficiency of 10-
4 

Hence we 

believe that the anti counter was effective and therefore neutron inter-

actions could have triggered our system from. only two places: the 

snout area and the anti itself. These two possibilities will be discussed 

separately below. 

1. Neutron Cut 

There were two means of detecting neutron interactions in the snout 

(Fig. 6b): the C counter up-down coincidence, and the SV counter labeled 

SVi, nearest the beam on the muon side. Neither means could be used 

as an absolute veto to exclude neutron events. The SVi detected the 

events coming from the most likely area of origin, the upstream portion 

of the snout and the vacuum tank wall near the beam. The C counter 

coincidence could not be used as an absolute veto mainly because pions from 

K~3 might have interacted asymmetrically in the snout before triggering 

the coincidence. 

Because there was no absolute neutron veto, the philosophy was 

adopted of studying the data in the hope that a portion of it was free of 

neutrons and hence insensitive to the state of the C coincidence and SVi' 

In order to aid in this study, the following abbreviations will be adopted: 

·-
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ALL = all events (surviving secon~-pass cuts) 

cc = events with C coincidence on 

NCC = ALL events excluding CC events 

ccsv = events with C coincidence and SVi on 

NCCSV = ALL events excluding CCSV events 

In the following discussion a series of plots will be presented con-

taining as the abcis sa the magnitude of the tangent of the muon bend angle 

in the MS magnet. This quantity will generally be referred to simply as 

the II bend angle". The bin size used for the bend angle is o. 06. From the 

geometry of the counters, the calculated bend angle resolution is± 0.12. 

Thus it is possible for an event to appear as much as two bend-angle . 

bins from its true location. 

To see the effect of the C-counter coincidence on the data, Fig. 13 

shows the distributions of the number of events and charge asymmetry vs. 

bend angle for the NCC and CC single-track events. Neutron contamination 

.!.!_evident. There is a very large charge asymmetry in the high momentum 

bins, where very few muons from K:3 are expected. A strong correlation 

between the charge asymmetric events and the C coincidence is seen, indicating 

that many of these events originated in the snout downstream of the vacuum 

tarik. The large charge asymmetry in the high-momentum NCC events is 

mainly due to neutron interactions in the anti counter. Apparently, whether 

the event was made in the anti or the snout the culprit was the same: the 

type of neutron interaction is which a hadron penetrated the lead wall. These 

events appear to have left relatively uncontaminated much of the region where 

the real muons are expected (bins 0.24 to 0.48) as in Fig. 11. 
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The low momentum events also show a charge asymmetry which is 

correlated with the C coincidence. The nature of these events is somewhat 

puzzling because the minimum muon momentum penetrating to the M bank 

is 1075 MeV/ c (bend angle bin 0.48). One possibility is that they are neu

tron induced events, where the neutron penetrates the lead wall and con

verts to form a W bin. The SRT requirement could then be satisfied by 

a pion, associated with the neutron, which does not penetrate the wall 

but happens to point to the neutron 1 s W. In that case one would be mea

suring the charge of the pion. These events will be included in the good 

event sample and the uncertainties associated with them will be incor

porated into the systematic error of the neutron cut. However, these 

events represent no problem. Th~re are so few of them that the effect 

-4 
on the charge asymmetry is less than 10 

Figure 14 is an expanded view of the charge asymmetries under the 

muon peak. There are systematic differences between the NCC and CC 

events throughout the plot. In bins 0.24 and 0.54 the differences are 

apparently due to the high and low momentum background events just dis

cussed. In bins 0. 36 and 0.42, however, the CC events have a negative 

charge asymmetry. There are two likely causes for this asymmetry: 

neutron interactions where the particle penetrating the lead wall is a 

muon from pion decay in flight; or asymmetric interactions of pions from 

K 0f.l3 before triggering the C coincidence. The first type of event should 

not be included in the charge asymmetry measurement while the second 

type should. Hence, the net effect of these events on the charge asym

metry represents a systematic error. The most likely explanation is 

that these events are produced by neutrons since the neutron interactions 
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in the anti counter have a negative charge asymmetry in this region (as 

discussed below). 

The size of the systematic error introduced by neutron interactions 

is studied in Fig. 15. Here the asymmetries of the NCC, ALL, and 

NCCSV events are plotted in order to study the effect of the CC events 

on the charge asymmetry of each bin. The statistical errors of the NCC 

points have been indicated. With the sole exception of bin 0.24, the dif-

ference between the ALL and NCC asymmetries is about equal to or less 

than the NCC statistical error. The NCCSV curve, however, shows 

agreement with the NCC curve for all bins including bin 0.24. Hence 

the discrepancy in bin 0. 24 is due entirely to CCSV events, which have 

been labeled as neutron candidates by both means of identification. If 

the CCSV events from bin 0.24 are excluded, apparently the systematic 

error in excluding neutrons can be reduced to about the same size as the 

overall statistical error. Thus we define the term "Good Event" : 

Good Events = NCCSV events with bend angle bin > 0.24 
+ 

CCSV events with bend angle bin > 0. 30. 

There are 4 380 674 good, single-track events in the main data sample. 

The exclusion of all events with bend angle bin < 0.18, and CCSV events 

in bin 0. 24 will be termed the "neutron cut. 11 

Using Fig. 16, the neutron cut can be examined from an integral 

point of view. Here the NCC, NCCSV, and ALL charge asymmetries 

have been plotted for all bend angles greater than or equal to a given value. 

For the total sample, the CCSV events have a large effect on the charge 

asymmetry (about 0.6o/o). However, after bin 0.18 has been cut away, this 

effect has been reduced to about 0.1 o/o (two NCC standard deviations). 

The effect then remains at about one NCC standard deviation across the 

muon peak. 
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The neutron cut includes 92% of the single-track data in the good 

event sample. Note that the charge asymmetry of good-NCC single

track events (bend angle bin 2: 0.24) differs from the good event single

-4 
track charge asymmetry by only 2 X 10 . 

-4 
6(good ALL, single-track)= (-2.2±4.8)X10 ; 

6 (good-NCC, single -track) = ( -0.1 ± 5.1 )X10 - 4 . 

The independence of the charge asymmetry from the state of the C 

coincidence (as is apparent from these numbers and from Fig. 16) is the 

reason for believing that the 11 neutron cut' 1 does indeed exclude the effects 

of neutrons. The strong correlation between neutron-induced events and 

the state of the C coincidence is proved by the high momentum bins of 

Fig. 16. The effectiveness of the neutron cut is obviously due to the fact 

that most of the neutron interactions which trigger the system are associ-

ated with hadrons penetrating the lead wall; such penetration apparently 

requires a much higher momentum than is required for a muon penetration. 

"Multiple-track events 11 are those with more than one track on the mu-

on side of the apparatus. In most cases, these events had only one extra 

bin firing in one of the S, R, T, or W banks with only one bin firing in the 

other three, producing an ambiguity. Multiple-track events consti~ute 

10.8% of the data which pass the second pass cuts. Because of the need 

for a neutron cut, these events are a serious problem. If such an event 

has an extra S, R, or T counter on, there is an ambiguity in its assign-

ment to a bend angle bin. In order to be sure to exclude the high momen-

tum neutron-induced events, when such an ambiguity arises, the track 

with the smallest bend angle is chosen to represent the event. This pro-

cedure, though necessary, causes serious problems in the analysis of 

events with knock-on electrons. 

Consider a tJ. which makes a knock-on in the R counters. The elec-

tron will spiral around in the magnetic field and, if it has sufficient 
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energy, it may count in an R bin separate from that of the muon. Since 

the knock-.on has the same charge as the 1.1-, it will always spiral in the 

same direction as the 1.1- bends. Hence, the track including the knock-

on R count will always have a higher momentum than the real 1.1 track 

(unless the knock-on travels so far that its track has the curvature of 

a 1.1 +). By the same reasoning, a 1.1 + can only produce a knock-on track 

of lower momentum. Hence, due to the above analysis procedure, 

knock-ons will shift 1.1 + tracks to smaller bend angles but will leave 1.1 

.tracks in their proper bins. Then the neutron cut, when applied to 

multiple track events, will preferentially exclude 1.1-. 

Aside from the large effects of knock-ons, the multiple -trac:k data 

are qualitatively the same as the single -track data. 
3 

Figure 17 pre-

sents the integral curves for all events (single and multiple track) and 

corresponds to Fig. 16. The uncorrected charge asymmetries for 

good events and good-NCC eve:q.ts are as follows: 

0
good = (5.03±0.46) X 10- 3 ; 

-3 
ogood-NCC = (5.16±0.49) X10 

The two numbers are essentially identical. The second one is the best 

value for the charge asymmetry before other corrections. The above 

errors are statistical only. In accord with the previous discussion an 

additional systematic error of 5.0 X 10-
4 

(equal to the statistical error) 

is applied to take into account the inability to exclude the effects of 

neutrons. 

About 4.4o/o of the events are multiple -track due to randoms. From 

the analysis to be described below it is shown that an additional 4. 7o/o 
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are multiple-track from knock-on events. Thus these two sources account 

for most (and perhaps all) ofthe 10 .8o/o ofthe data with multiple tracks. 

Since it has been shown that the good events and the good-NCC events 

are equivalent, only the good-NCC events will be considered in the dis-

cussion of the remaining corrections. 

2. Residual Air in the Decay Volume 

In order to perform the residual air mass extrapolation, a small 

amount of data was taken with the vacuum tank at atmospheric pressure 

A total of 3180 events was accumulated with bend angle bin~ 0.24, with a 

charge asymmetry of -3 .5o/o. As the ratio of mass added to initial mass 

was about 10
5

, the correction is negligible. 

3. Anti-Mass Extrapolation 

Figure 18 shows the charge asymmetry as a function of anti counter 

effective thickness. The high-mass points ofthis plot were taken with 

scintillator placed just downstream of each of the six separate anti counters, 

so as to increase the inactive.volume of each counter in which neutrons could 

generate background events. The fractional inactive length of each counter 

was taken to be the ratio of the electronic discrimination level to minimum-

ionizing pulse height. However, more than one charged particle must have 

been created by any relevant neutron interaction, in order to trigger the P' s. 

Since neutron interactions often have high multiplicity, and the second-

aries may have high ionization losses, the average multiplicity is taken 

+3 
to be 3 _

1
. The inactive length is divided by the multiplicity to obtain 

the effective inactive length, which is the low mass value of Fig. 18. 

The assumed error in the multiplicity then corresponds t.o an error of 

±0.11 g/cm
2 

in the placement of the origin of the mass axis. 

... :. 
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The confidence level for the straight line ;fit is only 3o/o but the cor

. -4 
rection is small, only (3.8±1.2)X10 . 

-4 
An additional error of 1.2X10 

is assigned as a result of the uncertainty in the average multiplicity. 

Hence, the anti-mass correction to the charge asymmetry is: 

-4 
.6.6=(3.8±1.7)X10 . 

Figure 18 .also shows the charge asymmetry per bend-angle bin from 

0.24 through 0.54 as a function of anti-mass. This plot is useful because 

it shows the effect of a known source of neutron interactions in these bins. 

The plot substantiates the claim that the NCC events in these bins are 

free of neutrons, but that the CC events are not. 

G. Knock-On Correction 

Figure 19 illustrates the different ways in which a knock-on electron 

can affect an event. The 2-bin knock-ons are the type in which the elec-

tron merely causes a second bin to be on. However, due to the idio-

syncrasies of the binning scheme, a knock-on can cause three bins to be 

on, or can shift the apparent muon position with or without the turning 

on of a second bin. A 3 -bin knock-on can occur only if the real muon 

bin has two counters on; a shift of the muon position can occur only if 

the real muon bin has only one counter on. 

The knock-on correction was studied both from the data and from 

the Monte Carlo events. Knock-ons were generated by the Monte Carlo 

according to the energy distribution given by Rossi. 16 The kinematic 

maximum knock-on energy was calculated separately for each muon. 

The minimum knock-on energy was taken to be 1 MeV. Fortunately, the 

magnetic field was so strong (6 000 G) that the calculation is very insensi-

tive to this lower limit, which is not well known. Only 0.14% of the knock-

ons which affected the muon track were less than 2 MeV. 
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The most important knock-on effect occ,urf! in the R-bank, located near 

the middle ofthe magnet. Consider all NCC multiple-track events containing 

just two tracks, with different R bins only. (Include the 3-bin configuration in 

Fig. 19). This sub-sample represents 2. Oo/o ofthe NCC data, and its net charge 

asymmetry before the neutron cut is very small, only ( 1 .1±0 .3 )o/o. Thus in the 

absence of the neutron cut the charge asymmetry is similar to that of the total data. 

However, if the correlations between the two tracks are examined, it 

turns out that there are very large knock-on-type correlations. Thus, 

consider events in which one track is in bend-angle bin 0.30 and the second 

track is 3 bins displaced. If the second is in bin 0.48 the experimentally measured 

charge asymmetry is +45o/o, but if the second track is in bin 0.12, the measured 

charge asymmetry is -49o/o. This indicates that perhaps 45 to SOo/o of these events 

are knock-ons .. Because the neutron cut is made in bin 0. 24 and as the criterion 

used was to choose the straightest track for all multiple -track events, 

a correction must be applied to account for the events which knock-ons 

place asymmetrically in the neutron cut. The approach taken is to 

assume that the entire charge asymmetry, in the bin under consideration 

(45 ± 2 o/o in the above example) was due to knock-ons, and simply to add 

back the required number of events of the proper sign. The resulting 

corrections are shown in Table II for each bend angle bin. 

Similar studies were made for the Monte Carlo knock-on events, 

and the resulting predictions are also presented in Table II. The sta

tistical errors of the Monte Carlo predictions are negligible compared 

to the systematic error of about 10o/o. The measured corrections have 

no statistical error since they are direct measurements of the events 
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concerned, if the above assumption of zero ch~rge asymmetry in each 

bin except for knock-ons is justified. The agreement between Monte 

Carlo and measured corrections for bend angles > 0. 36 is excellent, and 

instills confidence in the Monte Carlo. However, the agreement near the 

neutron cut is poor and this disagreement will be the basis for the estimate 

of systematic error. 

The 1-bin-shift knock-ons (Fig. 19) are especially troublesome 
.:::;_-=...::::::.._.:;._=;:;.;:._..:..;.;:;:;.;:._.:;.;:..;~.....;...;., 

' 
since they do not indicate their presence with an extra track. They are 

believed to be responsible for the increase of the NCC single -track 

charge asymmetry as a function of bend angle (Fig. 15). They occur 

only when the .muon goes through a single-counter (odd-numbered) R 

bin as shown in Fig. 19. Since they produce single -track events, they 

shift positive muons toward larger bend angles but negative muons 

toward smaller bend angles. A positive charge asymmetry of the even-

numbered R bins in good-NCC events is caused by the shift of positive 

muons to an even bin, while the corresponding negative muon is lost in 

the neutron cut. Hence, by studying the events in the neutron cut the 

number of these lost negative muons can be measured. Assuming that 

the neutron-induced charge asymmetry does not depend upon whether 

the apparent muon goes through an odd or even R bin, the measured 

1-bin-shift knock-on correction in Table II is the difference of the 

asymmetric events with odd and even R bins in the neutron cut. The 

corresponding Monte Carlo correction is also listed. 

The total R knock-on corrections to the charge asymmetry from the 

data and Monte Carlo are also given in Table II. The final R knock-on 
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correction to the good-NCC events is taken to "f?e the average of the two 

corrections. The systematic error is taken to be about hal£ their difference . 

.60R knock-on= -(5.09±0.50) X10-3 

This correction is independent of the state of the C-coincidence. The 

corresponding correction for good events is 

,60 - . (5 -3 
R knock-on(good) - - .01 ± 0.50)X 10 

The corrections for knock-ons in the S and T banks are much 

smaller than the R correction because the magnetic field was weak 

enough near the S and T banks that most of the appropriate knock-ons 

were stopped by 1.2 em of wood, just downstream of these banks. These 

corrections are opposite in sign to the R correction. The measured 

corrections are: 

-4 66s 1-bin-shift = +{1.?±0.4)X 10 · 

-4 
.6 6 T 1-bin-shift = +(2 ·4 ± 0 · 4 )X 10 · 

. -4 
66s M lt' 1 t k = +{1. 4 ± 0.4) X 10 u 1p e- rae 

-4 60 T M 1 . 1 k < 10 · u hp e-tan 

The correction for all knock-ons is then: 

-3 
.66 ll k k = -(4.54±0.51)X10 . a noc -ons 
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This correction restores the charge asymmetry nearly to its single-

track value as might be expected. 

We note here that the effects of extra tracks caused by strong inter-

actions of pions before decay are properly accounted for by the use of 

measured knock-on corrections. Such extra tracks are expected to 

have a positive charge asymmetry and thus cannot be the cause of the 

discrepancy between the Monte Carlo and measured corrections for 

R knock-ons. 

H. Randoms 

Figure 20 illustrates some of the possible types of random events 

which might have been accepted. Type 1 represents the real events, 

and types 2 and 3 represent the random-trigger events which were con-

tinuously monitored through the use of delayed-time triggers. Corre-

lated counts are joined by a line rep.resenting a particle's trajectory. 

Uncorrelated counts are not joined.· Event type 4 illustrates why randoms 
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subtractions are notoriously unreliable. This type of event is included 

in the measurement of all of the first three types. Hence, when one sub

tracts the measured types 2 and 3 from 1, one subtracts type 4 twice. 

Events of type 4 cannot be measured by any randoms monitoring technique 

which uses two time slices. Since three time slices were actually used 

in this experiment, events of type 4 could be properly measured. How-

. ever, there is an infinite number of randoms configurations which could 

not be measured. A randoms subtraction thus makes sense only if the 

beam intensity is sufficiently low that only a few of the many possibilities 

need to be considered. Fortunately, this was true for this experiment. 

The on-times of individual counters (the on-time is defined as the prob

ability that a counter or counter configuration is on at a random point 

in time) were typically about 0. 3 o/o , and for all W bins combined the on

time was about 0. 2 o/o . 

1. Measured Random Triggers 

The randoms subtractions which have been made on the main data 

sample are listed in Table III. The main problem involved in making the 

measurements was to ensure that prompt and delayed time slices were 

equivalent. Because the separation between time slices was precisely 

the time of one Bevatron revolution, beam structure was properly taken 

into account. Another consideration was to ensure that prompt and de

layed time coincidence circuits had equal resolving times. This equality 

was established to within± 5o/o for all relevant circuits. Hence, it is 

believed that these randoms subtractions were measured to a systematic 

accuracy of± 5o/o. Measured random triggers account for only 1.8o/o of 

the data, and thus the statistical error of the randoms subtraction is 
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negligible (1 o/o of o ). The correction for mea.sured random-trigger 

events is: 

-4 
= (-12.1±0.6)X10 . 

2. Unmeasured Randoms 

The main problem in making a randoms subtraction is knowing 

whether one is subtracting all of the necessary events. Since the R and 

T banks were generally not required in the trigger logic, events of types 

5, 6, and 7 (Fig. 20) were correctly subtracted with the delayed W events. 

However, events of type 8, 11, and 14 would be correctly subtracted only 

if the S bank was not in the strobe. Such events were studied via the 

S time-to-pulse-height analyses. The contribution to the charge asym-

metry of these random S events is: 

-4 6.o0= (0.3±L4)X10 . 

Events of types 9 and 10 satisfy requirements for a K~3 signature 

which are only slightly less stringent than normal. The M counter randoms 

are charge symmetric, and random P counts must be charge symmetric, 

because the P counters are upstream of the magnetic field. Hence, events 

of types 9 and 10 are accepted as K~3" 

The contribution to the charge asymmetry of Type 4 events is 

2 X 10-
5

. This number was determined by multiplying the delayed 

P contribution (type 2) by the ratio of the asymmetric muon events of 

types PSRT/ wj/PSR TW. Events with the pion P and muon W correlated 

in random time, such as event type 13, make a contribution to the charge 

-4 asymmetry of less than 10 . 

Hence, the randoms subtraction has performed the necessary 

correction to the charge asymmetry for random events to an 
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-4 
accuracy of 2X10 The error of the randoms subtraction is increased 

accordingly. 

3. Single- Bin Raridoms 

The main effect of single-bin randoms is to shift the apparent 

muon position in a given bank in the same manner as accomplished by 

knock-ons (see Fig. 19). However, randoms are much less im-

portant than knock-ons because they are not correlated with the muon 

track. For a given bank we define: 

A. = geometrical bias of events in bini 
1 

o! = on-time probability of bini with the field up. 
1 

Then a reasonable definition of the effective charge of a random in 

bin i is A. if the field is up and -A. if the field is down. Hence, the on-
1 1 

time for asymmetric randoms in bini is given by A. (Ot - 0~ )/2. 
1 1 1 

The sum of the asymmetric on-times (average of up and down) is found 

-4 -4 
to be (65±3)X10 for the T bank, and less than (2±3)X10 for each 

of the S, R, L, M, and N banks. As in the case of knock-ons the main 

danger is that single-bin rand oms may shift the bend angle of events 

asymmetrically into the neutron cut. Less than about 30o/o of the randoms 

in an S, R, or T bank are close enough to any particular muon track to 

affect its bend angle. Hence, the above numbers indicate that the effects 

of randoms in banks other than the T bank are completely negligible. 

Using a method similar to that employed in studying the R knock-on cor-

rection, the effects in the T bank change the charge asymmetry by less 

-4 
than 10 . 

-. 
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I. PION INTERACTIONS 

1. P Counter Mass Extrapolation 

The P mass extrapolation was performed in order to measure the 

charge asymmetry in the absorption of K:3 pions before they could 

traverse the inactive length of a P counter. The plot is shown in 

Fig. 21. Differing amounts of wrapped scintillator were placed upstream 

of P and Pd to provide the two high-mass points. The two low-
up own 

mass points represent the portions of the main data with the pion up and 

down. The two P counters were run with different discrimination levels 

in order to provide these two points. The straight line fit is good and the 

correction is .6.6 = (0.9±3.6) X10- 4 . 

This correction is consistent with the assumption that 1T charge 

exchange on the free hydrogen in scintillator is the only important cause 

of 1T + /1T- differential absorption in the system. Apparently the system 

is insensitive to the final state differences of 1T+ and 1T- charge exchange 

on carbon. The sensitivity to these final-state differences cannot be 

calculated reliably, and could be highly dependent on the experimental 

configuration. 

2. Penetration of Lead Wall 

This section deals with the possibility that pions penetrated the lead 

wall without decaying and were thus identified incorrectly as muons. 

(Decay in flight is considered in the next section.) Since this penetration 

is a small effect, the main concern is that pions may have penetrated 

the lead wall asymmetrically. 

One possible mechanism for this penetration is the passage of pions 

through a portion of the hole in the lead wall. Such events must 
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register an H count. Events with an H counter on comprise 5. 3 o/o of 

the data, of which 3.1 o/o is due to H rand oms. The contribution of all 

-4 
H events to the charge asymmetry is (-2.7±1.1) X10 . This contribution 

is small but not negligible. However, the H counts associated with this 

contribution are not correlated with the W bins of their events. Hence, 

this slight charge asymmetry is attributed to interactions of pions from 

normal K~3 events which did not penetrate the lead wall. Consequently, 

no correction will be made for this effect. 

The most direct route for pions to take to the L bank is through the 

entire lead wall. It is known, from the analysis described above, that 

some strongly interacting particles (probably high energy protons) are 

able to take this path. Since the lead wall was only about five interaction 

lengths thick (includi,ng steel plates), probably about 0. 7o/o of such pro-

tons passed through the wall without having a strong interaction at all. 

The pion'S' from Kt decay, however, are expected to have a much 

smaller penetration probability, due to their lower momenta and higher 

cross-sections near the first pion-nucleon resonance. One possible 

way of differentiating these pion penetrations from the main muon sample 

is to examine events with multiple W -bins, because pions traversing 

lead at the end of their range can be expected to produce two or more 

high-energy, spatially-separated tracks much more often than muons. 

Calculations indicate that essentially all of the events with multiple 

W -bins were due to muon knock-ons. Their measured asym-

metry was small: in the good-NCC sample, the asymmetric events 

(N+ - N _) numbered -4 76 ± 365. Assigning all of these events to asym--- -
metric pion penetration, and assuming that 1/3 of all penetrating pions 

-
I (· / n 

' 
,. 
I n 

·. 
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were detected through the mechanism of multiple- W bins (as indicated by 

the measured detection efficiency for protons which were identified by their 

charge asymmetry3 ), the maximum correction to the charge asymmetry· . 

was (4±3)X1o-4 . However, since the observed asymmetry was small and 

not statistically significant, no correction will be made for pion penetration. 

3. Decay in Flight 

A Monte Carlo calculation predicts that 14 ± 2 o/o of the events are 

actually due to pion decay in flight. The mechanism is Kt decay to a 

mode yielding two charged particles into the acceptance; one of these 

is a pion, which subsequently decays to a muon, which in turn pene-

trates the lead wall. The calculated contributions from various K 0L 

decay modes are shown in Table IV. 

The charge asymmetries of the pions in each decay mode are also 

listed in Table IV. The K~ 3 result is taken from Marx. 
5 

The asym

metry in K~3 decay is the result of this experiment. These pion charge 

asymmetries change as the pions interact while traversing the system. 

The concern here is with penetration mechanisms in which the particle 

penetrating the lead wall is a muon. The only feasible way in which 

muons can be produced is from decay-in-flight of Tr and K mesons. 

Since Tr + and Tr- are isospin conjugates, only Tr± interactions with un

paired nucleons can cause an asymmetry in the number of Tr±, and thus 

. ± + 
an asymmetry 1n 1.1. after pion decay. However, this is not true if K 

mesons are produced, because the isospin conjugate of the K+ is the K 0 , 

not the K-. 

The main cause of charge asymmetry in pion decay in flight is pre-

ferential absorption of one charge over the other. Extensive data exist 

on the 'IT-nucleon cross sections. 17 The absorption cross section (a ) . a 
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on a nucleon is taken to be the diffe renee of the total and elastic eros s 

sections. -With this definition, it is found that CJ (1T- p) -CJ (1T + p) = 5 ± 2 mb 
a a 

for incident pions in the momentum range of interest (1. 2 to 2. 5 GeV I c). 

The mass in the path of the pions upstream of the T bank, for most of 

I 2 I 2 the data-taking, consisted of 12.0 g em of aluminum and 6. 5 g em 

of wood and scintillator (both taken to be CH). If the contribution to the 

charge asymmetry is calculated from pion interactions with the hydrogen 

nuclei, using the above cross section difference, it is found that 

-5 
A6 = 6X 10 . The corresponding calculation for the unpaired neutron 

-5 
in each aluminum nucleus yields A6 = - 5X 10 Pion interactions in 

the lead wall and steel plate near the T counte·rs produce similarly small 

changes in the charge asymmetry. K+ associated production followed by 

K~2 decay is con~pletely asymmetric but the relevant K+ production 

18 
eros s sections are small. The change in the charge asymmetry is 

again negligible (5X 10- 5 ). Therefore, the correction for the asym-

metric events caused by decay in flight is entirely due to the CP-vio-

lating asymmetry in K~3 and K~y The correction is A6 =+(5. 7±1.0 )X10-
4

. 

Because decay in flight accounts for a significant fraction of the data, 

an additional correction must be made after all other corrections to com-

pensate for the dilution of the charge asymmetry by decay in flight. 

J. Muon Interactions 

± 
1. fJ. Range Difference 

+ -The range difference between fJ. and fJ. has recently been calcu-

lated. 19 This calculated difference is in agreement with recent mea

surements20 made with a lead, carbon and iron absorber to an accuracy 

of about 10o/o. According to the theory, for incident momenta of interest 

.' 
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in this experiment ( 1.1 to 1. 5 GeV I c) the range diffe renee t:.R = R _- R + 

varies linearly with the range R such that D.RIR is nearly constant at 

-3 I about 2 X 10 . The value of D.R R is nearly independent of the absorber 

material at these incident momenta. 

The range difference correction is a major one in this experi-

ment. The important question to be answered is how many f.l successfully 
. + 

counted in the M bank while the corresponding f.l stopped short of counting. 

The correction to the charge ·asymmetry is 

D.o = _1_ dn D.R 
2n dR 

where n is the total number of events detected and dnl2 is the number 

of f.l stopping in dR at R. The average incident momentum of muons 

which stopped near the M bank was determined to be 1290±35 MeVIc 

by the Monte Carlo {which succeeds in predicting the average momentum 

of the total muon sample -see Fig. 11 ). Assigning a 4% accuracy to 

the range difference theory in calculating D.R for the muons of interest 

we find: 

D.R = 1. 63 ± 0. 08 gl cm
2 

ofiron. 

However, the major source of error in the range difference cor-

rection is lack of precise knowledge of the muon stopping distribution . 
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Since the N bank was not required in the K~3 signature, we were able 

to measure that 0. 2 93 ± 0. 004 of the accepted muons either stopped in 

the last steel plate or missed the N bank. The Monte Carlo prediction 

for this number was 0.265 ± 0.006, where the statistical error of the 

Monte Carlo has been indicated. Hence the prediction was correct to 

a systematic accuracy of 10o/o. The Monte Carlo was then used to ex

trapolate this measured value of t::.n/n for the whole steel plate to the 

value of 

t::.o = (31±7) X10- 4 

for the f.J.- stopping in the first 1.63 g/cm2 of the plate. We note from 

Fig. 10 that the Monte Carlo successfully describes the multiple 

scattering in the lead wall. 

2. End-of-Range Differences 

Positive and negative muons behave differently at the end of their 

range. For this correction the most important muons are those which 

stopped in the 5 em steel plate between the Land M counters, but orig

inated from a K~3 decay satisfying all upstream K~3 signature criteria. 

The ratio of the number of such muons to the number of muons associ-

ated with events which pas sed all signature criteria is 0. 30 ± 0. 03 

according to the Monte Carlo. Secondaries associated with the muons 

which stopped in this plate could have reached the M bank, thereby com

pleting the signature requirements. A bias on the charge asymmetry 

results from asymmetrical completion of these requirements. 

When a f.J. + stops in the above plate, it decays to an e + with a life

time of 2.2 microseconds. 
21 

A f.J.-, however, cascades into the lowest 

Bohr orbit around an iron nucleus, where it is subject to capture as well as 
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decay. The decay probability of the p.. in a bound state is nearly the 

22 same as that of a free muon. However, due to the large capture 

probability, the lifetime of a tJ. 

23 

in the first Bohr orbit about an iron 

nucleus is only 200 nsec. The net ff f ±d . ±. e ect o p.. ecay1ng to e 1s 

negligible. The main bias on the charge asymmetry caused by end-of-

the-range effects is due to mu-mesic x rays produced during the cascade 

into the first Bohr orbit for iron .. Essentially all p.. that are stopped 

produce such an x ray well within the i5 nsec sensitive time. 24 The 

energies and relative intensities of these x rays are listed in Table 

25 
V. (Here K , KA, K refer to the 2P - iS, 3P -iS, and nP- iS 

a tJ v 

transitions, where n > 3 ). The efficiencies for detecting these x rays 

in the M counters were calculated from the Klein-Nishina formula as 

given by Rossi. 
26 

The main source of uncertainty in this calculation is 

the lack of exact knowledge of the threshold of the M counters. This 

average threshold was determined to be 0. 8 ± 0.1 MeV from the known pulse 

heights for minimum-ionizing particles. The detection efficiency for 

the K x· ray is particularly sensitive to this threshold value. The aba 

sorption lengths of the cascade x rays in iron were also calculated from 

the Klein-Nishina formula. The results of the calculations are presented 

in Table VI. The total correction to the charge asymmetry from cascade 

x rays is then: 

1}.6 = +(3.94~01 .. 4965) Xi0-4 
x rays 

27 
The mean numbers of gamma rays and neutrons emitted from an 

iron nucleus after tJ. capture are not well known. The absorption length 

of a neutron (3 to 30 MeV) in iron is about the same (35 g/cm
2

) as the 

,. 
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absorption length for a 1. 5 MeV gamma ray, but the detection efficiency 

for such neutrons in the M bank is only about 0. 7o/o. A reasonable 

assumption is that about 1 neutron and about 1 gamma ray are emitted 

after each fl. capture. This is the equivalent of about 1.3 gamma rays. 

A correction for secondaries emitted from the nucleus after fl. capture 

would then be: 

This correction is negligible, but in order to take its uncertainty 

into account we symmetrize the error of the correction for x rays: 

!:1.6 d f =+(3.9±1.5)X1o-4. en -o -range 
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V. SUMMARY 

The K~3 charge asymmetry is determined as shown in Table VII. 

The. systematic errors are to be interpreted as one standard deviation. 

Since the correlations among the corrections are believed to be insignif

icant, the errors are combined in quadrature to yield: 

o = (6.0±1.4) Xio- 3. 

. . 
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Table I. Types of charge determination for ev~nts with Bend Angle Bin 
;:::::: 0. 24, excluding C -coincidence events. The curvature and position 
methods of charge determination can each find the muon charge to be t, 
-, or ambiguous. 

Posi
tion 

method 
{a~biguous 

2 055 651 

624 

7032 

Curvature method 

ambiguous + 

854 7169 

143 706 

744 2 076 950 

TOTAL = 4 149 873 
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Table II. R knock-on corrections in terms of NCC asymmetric events. 

Corrections 

l3end-Angle Bin Measured -Monte Carlo 

0.24 2267 444 

0.30 6235 4534 

0.36 6093 6296 

0.42 3293 3250 

0.48 923 892 

0.54 312 145 

0.60 8 17 

Total Multiple Track 19 131 15 578 

1-bin-shift 4026 3536 

Total 23 157 19 114 

/ 
6.&(o/o) -0.558 -0.461 

,.i 
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Table III. Randoms subtractions for Good-NCC Events. 

Type of Events Number of Asymmetric Asymmetries in o/o 
Events Events 0 ./l 0! 

Prompt 4 224 279 26 904 0.64 -0.30 -0.04 

Delayed w 43 861 3604 8.22 -5.68 -0.64 

Delayed P 30 545 1892 6.19 -0.45 -0.04 

Real 4 149 873 21,408 0.52 -0.25 -0.04 

Table IV. Monte Carlo calculation of the contribution to o from pion 
decay in flight after K 0L decay into 'TTeV (K0 e3), 'TTf.l.V (K0 f.l.3), and 'TT'TT'TT 
(K0'TT3 ). 

Mode Fraction of events (o/o) Charge asymmetry 
after decay 

Ko 
e3 7.8 -(3.22±0.29) X 10- 3 

Ko 
f.l.3 

5.4 -(6.0 ± 1.4) X 10- 3 

Ko 
'TT3 0.5 0 

Total 13.7 
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Table V. X-rays of muons captured in iron. 

X-ray Energy (MeV) Relative intensity 

K 1.26 0. 71 
Q' 

K~ 1. 53 0.08 

K 1. 70 0.21 
v 

Table VI. Corrections due to x-rays after muon capture in iron. 

(In o/o) 
detection Fraction of f.l with 

(10 - 4 ) X-ray efficiency 'I reaching M bank (o/o) Correction ~6 

K 1 3+0.2 1.50±0.30 1 95+0.49 
Q' . -0.6 . -0.98 

K~ 2.2±0.3 0.20±0.04 0.44 ± 0.11 

K 2.8±0.3 0.55±0.11 1.55±0.36 v 
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Table VII. Determination of the charge asymmetry (all numbers in 
units of 10 -4). The errors under 11 total" are the results of combining 
the numbers in the individual columns in quadrature. 

After neutron cut 

Knock-ons 

Anti mass 

Rand oms 

P mass 

± . 
1T Penetrahon 

Decay in flight 
asymmetry 
dilution 

± . 
p. Range d1ffe renee 

± 
p. End of range 

TOTAL 

Value 
0 = + 51.6 

,6.6 = - 45.4 

,6.6 = + 3.8 

,6.6 included 

,6.6 = + 0.9 

,6.6 =none 

,6.6 =+ 5.7 
,6.6 = + 8.2 

,6.6 = + 31.0 

,6.6 = + 3.9 

0 = + 59.7 

Errors 
Statistical Systematic 

±4.9 ±5.0 

± 1.2 

± 3.6 

±6.2 

± 5.1 

± 1.2 

± 2.0 

± 1.0 
± 7. 1 

± 7.0 

±1.5 

±12.6 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Plan view of the Bevatron beam line. 

Fig. 2. Layout of the experimental apparatus: 

Fig. 3. S-R-T and W binning schemes. 

Fig. 4. Neutron and Kt momentum spectra (unnormalized). The 

actual n/K ratio was about 200/1. Neutron spectrum from Ref. 15, 

and Kt s?ectrum from Ref. 11. 

Fig. 5. Geometrical detail of definition of the decay volume by the 

A and P counters. Vertical scale is greatly expanded. 

Fig. 6a. Vertical resolution counter layout (SV and RV counters). Note 

that SV 1 and RV
1 

are in contact with the snout extending downstream 

of the main vacuum chamber. 

Fig. 6b. Geometrical layout of the C, SV1 ' and H counters. 

Fig. 7. Distribution of vertex locations, and charge asymmetry per 

vertex bin. 

Fig. 8. Single -track good-NCC events. Number of events vs pro-

jected horizontal position of muon track, if extended back to the 

anti-counter position. The Monte Carlo calculation is also shown, 

normalized to the peak. 

Fig. 9. Single-track good-NCC events. Number of events vs tangent 

of muon laboratory decay angle. The Monte Carlo calculation is 

also shown, normalized to the central bin. 

Fig. 10. Single-track good-NCC events. Number of events vs tangent 

of muon horizontal scattering angle in lead wall. The Monte Carlo 

calculation is also shown, normalized to the peak. 

Fig. 11. Single-track NCC events. Number of events vs tangent of 

muon bend angle in the magnet. The Monte Carlo calculation 

is also shown, normalized to the peaks (sum of two bins). 
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Fig. 12. Monte Carlo predictions for the pion'and muon longitudinal 

m.omentum spectra. 

Fig. 13. Single-track NCC and CC events: Number of events and charge 
asymmetry vs bend angle. 

Note that the vertical scales (events/bin) differ in the two parts of 
the figure. 

Fig. 14. Single-track NCC and CC events: Comparison of charge 
asymmetries (expanded view). 

Fig. 15. Single-track NCC, NCCSV, and ALL events: Comparison of 
charge asymmetries 
(expanded view). 

Fig. 16. Single-track NCC, NCCSV, and ALL events: Integrated charge 
asymmetry for all 
events in all b'end 
angle bins > in
dicated abscissa. 

Fig. 17. Single-track plus multiple track NCC, ALL, and NCCSV events: 

Integrated charge asymmetry for all events in all bend angle bins 

> indicated abscissa. 

Fig. 18. Mass extrapolation when mass is placed downstream of the 

anti counters. (a) charge asymmetry vs mass for the four mass 
.. 

points taken, with the best fit straight line shown. The correction 

-4 
is (3. 8 ± 1.2 )X 10 . (b) charge asymmetry vs bend angle for the 

four mass points. 

Fig. 19. The four types of knock-on electron processes which affect 

the charge asymmetry measurement. 

Fig. 20. Types of random triggers. Correlated counters are joined by 

a line representing a particle trajectory. Uncorrelated counts are 

not joined. Types 2(fl. 0 ) and 3 (V lw} are directly measured 

by the electronic circuitry. 
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Fig. 21. Mass extrapolation for mass placed.upstream of the P counters 

(to absorb pions). The charge asymmetry is shown for the four 

mass points, along with the best-fit straight line. The correction 

is (0.9± 3.6) Xto-4 . 
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Elevation view 
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S-R- T BINNING 
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Geometry of upper Sv and Rv counters 
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Geometry of H counters 

Geometry of C counters 
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